
Advertising and Marketing 
What is Your Plan? 

 
All good things in life are in front of us, but the natural flow of life is that downward, negative draw. To 
combat that downward pull, You need a plan, a map to help You reach Your desired destination. 
 

Action Points: 
 
Most of the action steps are related to Personal Development focusing on these areas; goals, 
income, relationships, health, etc. 
 

1. Take some time this week to dream and imagine Your future. See what the future You, the life 
You DESIRE to have, the person You DESIRE to be, will look like one year from now. Chapter 
3, FAITH, in Think and Grow Rich suggests this also. 

2. Write down six main things (more if You like) You see in the person You will become one year 
from now. It can be related to Your health, relationships, career, family, spiritual life, income, 
etc. 

3. Write down six things You want to do on a weekly basis that will contribute to becoming the 
person You see above and circle the ones You are not currently doing. These will be Your 
main focus. If Your health is great but Your relationships suffer, keep Your health curve up, but 
start focusing on a few things You need to do for Your relationships. Like being on the Live 
Client calls. 

4. Make a list of 20 things You are thankful for in Your life. Set a goal to review Your list daily this 
week. 

5. Start seeing Yourself and thinking in terms of the person You see Yourself becoming a year 
from now. 

6. Act and think as that person would. 
7. Each day this week, do at least one selfless act for someone.  

 

What is Your Plan 
 
If we start the process of change by doing something different, it won’t matter how small those efforts 
are in the beginning. When we start the process to change, everything changes. The difference 
between success and failure is so subtle. 
 
Let me explain. Failure is a few errors repeated each day. An example: I didn’t walk today and it didn’t 
kill me. It’s the error in judgement after six years that has a person out of breath and panting as he 
walks from his car to the office. 
 
An apple a day keeps the doctor away. Easy to do, easy not to do. 
 
These are the kinds of mistakes that end up costing You. 
 
Most successful people have a plan behind their success. They know what they want and they work 
out a plan to get it, and they work their plan. 
 
If we have the DESIRE, we have the ability to effect change in our lives. We must make a conscious 
choice to engage in personal growth before success can be achieved. 
 
To be successful, to have a smashing success, means a plan is required and then methodically work 
that plan. It’s a combination of learning skills, have effective mentoring and Your open attitude toward 



learning by diligently following the plan that is right for You that will give You the success You want in 
the next year. You must have somebody to challenge You and You must challenge Yourself to be 
committed to Your philosophy, Your plan. 

 
Develop the Plan for Yourself 
 
Some people are very detail oriented and will follow a detailed plan closely. Others not so focused 
and not a “DETAILED” person What is the right plan?  It’s the one You will follow. The one You 
develop. There isn’t a one-fits-all plan. 
 
Establish times to spend working on training. 
 
Maybe it’s Sunday afternoon or evening. Maybe it’s a CD in Your car. Maybe it’s a 20-minute CD 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Maybe it includes reading a few pages of an autobiography of a 
famous person. 

 
Record Your Notes 
 
Maybe Your notes are on Your computer, a journal or a recorder. Take notes on the ideas that impact 
You the most. Record Your dreams and ambitions. Wherever You put Your notes, they should be 
easily retrieved in a month, then six months from now. If You are serious about Your success, Your 
health, Your influence and come across something important, write it down, record it. 
 

Reflect 
 
You may want to reflect on the day’s activities. Your accountability report for the day may be a good 
place to start. What went well? What needs improvement? If You don’t know where to get the 
Mentoring For Free accountability, go to www.MFFtoolkit.com/audio/AR.htm.  You might take some 
time at the end of the week to review Your activities. Maybe just 30 minutes. Maybe take a few hours 
at the end of the month to review Your activities. Correct the things necessary. This is taking small 
steps daily, weekly and monthly, moving forward, gaining more success, building FAITH and 
CONFIDENCE. 
 

Setting Goals 
 
I’ve covered goal setting September 5, 2019. That training may be found in the archives. Your plan is 
a roadmap for how You will achieve Your goals. Most successful people credit their having set goals 
as the thing that changed their life for the better. Mastering this process can have a powerful effect on 
Your life. 
 

Take Action 
 
Take action on Your plan. This usually separates the successful from the unsuccessful. They take 
action. Take action when the emotion is strong. If You don’t there is something called diminishing 
intent. We intended to when the emotion was high. When we delay, the DESIRE diminishes. We 
procrastinate. 
 
Here is something interesting we have heard often here in Mentoring For Free. All discipline affects 
each other, everything affects each other. So, how You do anything, is how You do everything. That 
is why the smallest action is important. The value and benefits You receive from one small action will 



inspire You to do the next one and the next one. So, step out, take action on Your plan because if a 
plan is good, then Your results can be miraculous. 
 
To succeed: 

 Learn multiple skills 
 Be eager to learn 
 Take action Now 
 Be a student, not a follower 

 

More on Goals 
 
The best way to determine the success of a person is to look at their list of goals. If none, their bank 
account will reflect it. Setting goals and having a working plan can help Your bank balance be much 
bigger. 
 
Use Your imagination to: 

 Conqueror disease 
 Build a career 
 Build relationships 
 All tangible and intangible ideas begin in our imagination 

 
We must learn to use this powerful resource. If You can begin setting goals and giving Your life 
excitement, You’ll bounce of bed and have no issues doing the things that are required to build that 
bank account. Life will have meaning. 
 
Stop and think. How can You use Your imagination to stimulate Your mind and get ideas that help 
You create Your future? Self-talk with emotion is one taught in Think and Grow Rich Lessons. Maybe 
there are others. 
 
Create Your own self-esteem: 

1. Pick up trash. Yes, You are helping the environment. Maybe a small activity, but it affects the 
mind. 

2. Turn off the lights when not needed. Another small activity that can help the environment and 
one’s mindset. 

3. Positive events can affect our lives if we let them. We let negative one affect us easily, why not 
positive ones! 

4. We are affected by knowledge by what we don’t know. 
5. Ignorance is not bliss. Ignorance can be a tragedy. Ignorance can create disease. Ignorance 

can shorten Your life. It can leave You broke, nothing to account for. 
6. What You don’t know, won’t hurt You. What You don’t know can tragically affect Your life. It 

can leave Your life empty. What You don’t know can leave You without a relationship. We are 
all affected by knowledge by what we know or don’t know. That’s why we must get and use 
this training here in Mentoring For Free.  

 
The book You don’t read, won’t help. We are affected by our results. The harvest of our own 
decisions. 
 
Discipline and good management give us good results. We are affected by our dreams. Our vision of 
the future. We must use our imagination and vision to create the future. 
 
We can’t allow ourselves to be influenced by the past, by all that negative stuff. Yes, learn from it, but 
don’t repeat it. 



 
If You are skimpy on Your dreams, skimpy on Your purposes, then You have more of a tendency to 
continue doing the things of the past. You let circumstances influence Your behavior. To prevent the 
behavior of the past, You want to start designing Your future. You want to design it so the future 
draws You like a magnet, so You are strong and find ways to set and achieve goals. The bigger the 
goals, the more they draw us like a magnet. If You have large goals and dreams, the more they draw 
You to them. They draw You through periods of discontent. They draw You through distractions. Like 
a strong magnet, they draw You through obstacles. 
 
Strong dreams and goals help get us through disasters. Some people get drawn into disasters, 
because they have nothing on the other side. A bad day can almost overwhelm You, if You don’t 
have some very strong purpose on the other side. If You have plenty out there to get You through the 
bad times, You will come through those bad times and be no worse for the wear. 
 
If You have goals out 10 years and they are strong, You can get through the negative times. 
 
So, learning to set goals is required for success. It can transform Your life forever. Dream and 
visualize Your goals. You may want to change some goals on Your list. It’s a living document. It’s 
Your document. They are Your goals. 
 
Just like the early astronauts. Their goal was to complete their mission. Nothing past that. They 
began leading lives that was not very good. Some drank to much. NASA realized they needed to 
have the astronauts have goals beyond their mission. This solved the loneliness feelings and bad 
behavior. They had something to draw them past their current mission. We must do the same. 
 

 


